"Black and white" and "cute and adorable" are words that come to mind when most people hear the word "panda." These words describe the giant panda. (The) giant panda is as big as (a) bear and indeed resembles one. Giant (panadas) live in the mountains of central (China). The Chinese name for the giant (panda) literally means "white bear." Giant pandas (are) about the same size as the (American) black bear. There are important differences (though). Giant pandas do not hibernate, nor (are) they able to walk on their (hind) legs as black bears do. Pandas (have) strong teeth and jaws that are (useful) for chewing bamboo. Giant pandas have (unusual) front paws. There is a pad (on) each front paw. Giant pandas use (these) pads like thumbs to pick up (food) and feed themselves. These "thumbs" help (the) giant pandas to grab huge bamboo (stalks). The giant panda is a rare (mammal). Giant pandas are small at birth. (But) by the time they are one (year) old, they can weigh 60 pounds. In (about) five years, the giant panda is (full-grown) and can weigh as much as 300 (pounds).

Many people are surprised to learn (that) there is a lesser panda. The (lesser) panda is different in appearance from (the) giant panda. The lesser panda is (considerably) smaller, about the size of a (house) cat. Its body is covered with (long), thick rust-colored fur. The lesser panda (has) a white face with dark strips (from) the eye to the corner of (the) mouth. The lesser panda has a (striped) tail like a raccoon. However, both (types) of panda feed on bamboo shoots, (climb) trees, and have friendly dispositions!
"Black and white" and "cute and adorable" are words that come to mind when most people hear the word "panda." These words describe the giant panda. *(Panda, To, The)* giant panda is as big as *(a, trees, one)* bear and indeed resembles one. Giant *(panadas, adorable, with)* live in the mountains of central *(strips, China, giant)*. The Chinese name for the giant *(lesser, panda, birth)* literally means "white bear." Giant pandas *(are, both, climb)* about the same size as the *(American, food, that)* black bear. There are important differences *(though, in, help)*. Giant pandas do not hibernate, nor *(giant, are, there)* they able to walk on their *(live, hve, hind)* legs as black bears do. Pandas *(china, its, have)* strong teeth and jaws that are *(useful, big, their)* for chewing bamboo. Giant pandas have *(unusual, face, hear)* front paws. There is a pad *(mind, on, size)* each front paw. Giant pandas use *(pads, these, mammal)* pads like thumbs to pick up *(like, these, food)* and feed themselves. These "thumbs" help *(the, words, black)* giant pandas to grab huge bamboo *(stalks, indeed, resembles)*. The giant panda is a rare *(have, as, mammal)*. Giant pandas are small at birth. *(But, Huge, Means)* by the time they are one *(year, pad, pick)* old, they can weigh 60 pounds. In *(about, thumbs, body)* five years, the giant panda is *(chinese, full-grown, learn)* and can weigh as much as 300 *(pandas, pounds, mountains)*.

Many people are surprised to learn *(that, people, grab)* there is a lesser panda. The *(lesser, the, is)* panda is different in appearance from *(rust-colored, paws, the)* giant panda. The lesser panda is *(considerably, name, in)* smaller, about the size of a *(on, house, for)* cat. Its body is covered with *(long, they, able)*, thick rust-colored fur. The lesser panda *(feed, full-grown, has)* a white face with dark strips *(from, by, mouth)* the eye to the corner of *(old, the, differences)* mouth. The lesser panda has a *(surprised, striped, different)* tail like a raccoon. However, both *(use, types, panadas)* of panda feed on bamboo shoots, *(useful, climb, dark)* trees, and have friendly dispositions!
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